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Abstract
Virtual environment displays are interactive, computer generated displays that may become a new communications medium. Though they have arisen from vehicle simulation and teleoperations technology dating from the 1960's, the development of inexpensive, more widely accessible versions of the technology has sparked recent, widespread interest. Who uses these display, what they may be good for, and why their development may be pursued are discussed from the viewpoint of a NASA laboratory where the first low cost versions of the technology were assembled.

What is a virtual environment?
Virtual environment (VE) displays are interactive, computer-graphics based, head-referenced displays that create the illusion that their users are in a place other than where they actually are. This illusion is created through the operation of three basic types of equipment: 1) Sensors, such as a head-mounted 6 degree of freedom position sensor, to detect human action, 2) Effectors, such as a stereoscopic display, to influence the operators' senses and 3) Special purpose hardware to link the output of the sensors to inputs for the effectors so that they may produce sensory effects resembling those experienced by inhabitants of a physical environment. In a virtual environment this linkage is accomplished by a simulation computer. In a head-mounted teleoperator display, a display closely related to a virtual environment display, the linkage is accomplished by the robot manipulators, vehicles, control systems, sensors and cameras at a remote work site.

A number of different names have been used to describe virtual environment research. Some like the oxymoronic "artificial reality" or "virtual reality" suggest much higher performance than the current technology can generally provide. Others like "cyberspace" are puzzling neologisms not closely related to the meaning of their linguistic roots. Expressions like "virtual worlds", "virtual environment" seem preferable since they are linguistically conservative and may be related to existing well established terms such as a virtual image.

Why are virtual environments useful?
These displays potentially provide a new communication medium for human-machine interaction which will be cheaper, more convenient, and more efficient than former interface technologies. In teleoperation or planetary surface visualization, for example, applications of virtual environment can provide techniques for solving problems caused by long transport delays or inability to place remote cameras in optimal viewing positions. Additionally, the totally synthetic character of computer graphics based virtual environments allows the introduction of symbolic, geometric, and dynamic enhancements that can enable visualization and interaction modes that are totally unrealizable in physical environments.

Since virtual environment display systems amount to communications media, they are intrinsically applicable to practically anything; education, procedure training, teleoperation, high-level programming, remote planetary surface exploration, exploratory data analysis, and scientific visualization. One unique feature of the medium, however, is that it enables coordinated, real-time control of multiple objects and environmental characteristics. Tasks that involve manipulation of objects in complex visual environments and also require frequent, concurrent changes in viewing position, for example, laparoscopic surgery are tasks that are naturally suited for virtual environment displays. Other tasks that may be mapped into this format also may uniquely benefit.
How are virtual environments made?
The display technology works by developing a real-time, interactive, personal simulation$^3$ of the content, geometry, and dynamics of a work environment directly analogous to that used for traditional vehicle simulation$^4,5$ (Figure 1).

But unlike vehicle simulation, typical virtual environment simulation is unmediated. The users themselves are in an environment, not in a vehicle which is in an environment, and the hardware producing the simulation is more often than not, worn rather than entered. The definition of a virtual environment requires three distinct operations. First, the shape and kinematics of the actors and object needs to be specified via a modeling program. Second, the modes and rules of interactions of all actors and objects need to be established for all possible interactions among them and with the environment itself. Third, the extent and character of the enveloping environment needs to be specified.

Where is virtual environment research and development conducted?
Components of virtual environment display technology have been under development since the early 1960 Philco$^6$(Figure 2) and Argonne National Laboratory$^7,8$ work on displays for teleoperation using head-mounted, closed circuit TV systems.

It has been more recently associated with the development of computer graphics systems through the pioneering work of Ivan Sutherland at Harvard and Utah$^9,10,11$. As an outgrowth of the association with computer graphics development, it
has been most intensively pursued by aircraft simulation development groups interested in alternatives to expensive projection dome systems. Most recently, interest in personal simulators provided by virtual environment displays has spread into telerobotics, scientific data visualization, planetary surface exploration, video game development, and interactive art (See Reference #14 for a recent review).

Because of the broad potential applicability, a number of NASA centers have followed NASA Ames' lead in 1985 and begun research and development programs using the technology. Many of these programs have developed from others pursued under the aegis of a number of different programmatic titles, for example teleoperations, telerobotics (Figure 3), applied computer graphics, and scientific visualization.

Since the display technology is potentially the quintessential technique for scientific investigation of many psychophysical, physiological, human factors and perceptual questions, many biological, physiological and cognitive scientists are interested in the technology as a new tool for their research which itself provides information needed for the design of virtual environments.

Who conducts virtual environment research and development?

Early work in virtual environments was conducted in the flight simulation community and by those interested in robot simulation and teleoperation. More recent interest has developed from computer scientists interested in interactive, computer graphics as a human-computer interface.

Scientists, developers and those with non-professional interest in virtual environment technology may be divided in two general groups. Those who wish to use the technology to advance their particular profession or interest and those who wish to develop and perfect the technology itself. One might contrast a marine biologist interesting in catching jellyfish at great depths with a human factors specialist who wish to improve the design of an interface for remote operation of undersea robot vehicles.

![Figure 3. Virtual environment displays are being used at NASA to develop programming techniques for robots through simulation of the remote task environment. A DataGlove is used to control pop-up menus and to interact with the robot as well as the computer graphics parameters of the simulation. The head-mounted display illustrated here was the second in a series of displays made for a project begun by Michael W. McGreevy at NASA Ames Research Center in 1985.](image-url)
The distinction between these two groups is not always clear as the hyperbole and sensational press coverage associated with some of this technology has led many potential users to overestimate the actual capabilities of existing systems. Though they may consider themselves to be users, interested users are actually developers who need to significantly improve the technology for their specific tasks. Unfortunately, because their expertise is frequently in a task domain, they can be unaware of the human-machine design needed to select and integrate appropriate equipment to enable them to efficiently achieve practical goals. Consequently, the product from development by such user groups may be a "conceptual demo" which suggests possible applications but which lack practical usefulness.

One of the remarkable aspects of activity in this area has been the flourishing of interest among nontechnical groups and organizations without specific expertise in the underlying technology and scientific issues, e.g., the Meckler Foundation and the Education Foundation. Some of these groups have sponsored conferences or workshops which have attracted crowds of 100's of paying customers who are interested in learning what the field is, what wonders it may produce, and how they might participate in it. Though these meetings have attracted some of genuine developers of this field, the variable content of the programs at these meetings is underscored by a remark by of one of the more enthusiastic proponents of "virtual reality". He claimed virtual reality to be a very special field, "it's a field where there are no experts, and everyone can be one!" (Robert Jacobson, Meckler VR Conference, San Jose 1992)

Nothing could be more false. There are scores of experts who have been associated with vehicle simulation and teleoperations interface development who have appropriate training and expertise to design useable virtual environment displays and have been doing so for years and telling the world about their progress in courses on simulation like those periodically offered at MIT and SUNY Binghamton on flight simulation. Virtual environments are best viewed as extensions of the technology discussed in these courses; in fact, the first head-mounted displays were specifically developed in an attempt to replace costly dome-projection flight simulators[17,18].

Another measure of the extent of national interest in the technology are the numbers of workshops and conferences sponsored by national professional associations whose members are indeed expert in the technologies necessary to make a virtual environment, for example the National Research Council, National Science Foundation[18], the Engineering Foundation[20], and NASA[21] and Office of Naval Research (Forthcoming, May 1993). These meetings have been and are continuing to be called to help establish national agendas for research.

When will virtual environments be available?

Virtual environments have been commercially available as flight simulators, for example the CAE fiberoptic helmet mounted display[17], for years, but achievement of the required performance specifications in practical systems still is very expensive, costing on the order of millions of dollars. Much cheaper systems have recently begun to be commercially available[22,23,24,25,26,27]. The market for the cheaper virtual environment systems has generally tolerated much poorer performance than the flight simulator market. However, poor performance and reliability appears to have been partially responsible for the fall of the former market leader, the now dissolved and reorganized VPL Research[28].

Most of the extent virtual environment systems using the cheaper, more accessible technology have rarely passed beyond the stage of conceptual demonstration to the stage of enabling useful work, especially when compared to cheaper existing alternatives. This stasis in a perpetual stage of conceptual demonstration and further development leading to further conceptual demonstration is characteristic of almost all of the cheaper systems that have been assembled so far.

The principle reason for this problem is that the technical solutions to the many difficulties in producing a personal simulation of sufficient fidelity are still expensive, and many of the
research groups investigating the technology simply don't have sufficient resources or expertise for adequate development. A second major difficulty is that applications of the technology are sometimes fundamentally misconceived. For example, the use of a derivative of the DataGlove\textsuperscript{29}, the PowerGlove distributed by Matel ultimately sold only for novelty value and failed to endure as a commercial product because its software applications proved physically very tiring to use and were never shown to enable uniquely any desirable activity. Unfortunately, exploratory software development by outside programmers which might have solved some of the implementation problems was discouraged through a variety of technical means by the initial distributor of the DataGlove\textsuperscript{30}.

The difficulty encountered by the PowerGlove project is characteristic of many of the apparently evident application areas of virtual environment technology: those advocating and sometimes even developing virtual environment displays for a particular application fail to fully understand the performance required of both the technology and the operators for successful use. Field use of the viewing technology can be especially difficult as illustrated by attempts to use telepresence interfaces in harsh environments such as Antarctica where NASA workers have attempted to use head-mounted viewing devices for teleoperation. As shown by the experience of the flight simulation community, this understanding for a single application environment can require considerable human factors and engineering expertise and experience\textsuperscript{4}, a requirement frequently underestimated by those suggesting extensions into other domains.

Those advocating the use of virtual environment displays generally have the significant task of demonstrating that such displays can be produced with sufficient symbolic, geometric and dynamic fidelity to enable useful work at an accessible price. In fact, as discussed above, much of the technology embodying virtual environment displays is not new but may be directly traced to developments in vehicle simulation dating from the 1920's and teleoperation technology dating from the 1940's. Consequently, the reasons why virtual environments or the related teleoperation viewing technology have not become a major commercial product out side of flight simulation in the last 30 years is a significant question that must be answered.

\textbf{Why have the related applications in telepresence not caught on?}

This question is particularly salient for many telepresence applications which significantly overlap synthetic virtual environment displays based on computer generated scenes: Both use head-referenced or head-mounted displays. Such displays were first implemented at Philco in the early '60's and extensively advocated for space and other applications in widely circulated journals and magazines, for example, Aeronautics and Astronautics\textsuperscript{31}. Since key innovations of the display technology are human interface issues, the reasons for the failure of this viewing technology to diffuse into numerous possible applications are most likely associated with the cost and performance characteristics of the human interface. Some of the earlier discussions of the limitations on the viewer technology are strikingly contemporary yet date from the 1960's. Goertz's discussion about why a 1000 line TV system can have at least 165 time poorer resolution than the human eye, for example, is especially revealing (Figure 5)\textsuperscript{19}.

Advances in boom-mounted displays\textsuperscript{32,33} (Figure 4), improved interfacing techniques, and 6 dof tracker characterizations\textsuperscript{34} may provide a solution to the resolution problem as well as the transport delay problem that is one of the principle constraints on practical use of virtual environment systems. However, examples of practical use of virtual environment displays to date still remain isolated for displays in the moderate to low price range, for example less than about $150,000 for a complete system. These displays clearly potentially can provide a compact format for personal training simulators of hand-held systems such as Hand Held Maneuvering Units for use in space (Figure 6)\textsuperscript{35} or Stinger antiaircraft missile launchers\textsuperscript{36}, but even these applications are still essentially conceptual demonstrations awaiting further improvements in their relatively inexpensive technology.
Figure 4. A multiple-exposure photograph of the experimental head-controlled television system developed at Argonne National Laboratory in the early 1960's which used a mechanically driven "boom" mounted TV display which was intentionally not viewed through magnifying optics because of the poor visual resolution that would have resulted.

Figure 5. "Boom" mounted displays currently provide a solution to the poor resolution of head-mounted virtual environment displays. They can support heavier, high resolution monitors. This figure illustrates the first in a series of modern "boom" mounted stereo displays made since 1986 by Fake Space Technology.

A key missing element in many of the applications areas is a rigorous comparison of user performance with a virtual environment display contrasted with performance achieved with a well-designed, possibly stereoscopic panel mounted substitute. Such panel mounted alternative hardware formats are publicly viewable, available with high resolution, and currently generally cheaper than virtual environment systems. When such comparative studies are suggested, VE developers often complain that their systems are not yet ready for such testing.

There is clearly truth in this claim as most of the head-mounted visual displays systems cannot meet such basic specifications, such as the recommended number of scan lines per character of displayed text. But unless such comparisons of alternative display format are made, the potential benefits of the new technology will never be known and the users and supporters of the development will have to wait indefinitely to learn whether the promised wonders will even practically materialize.

Never the less, some apparently economically successful applications have appeared. In Japan Matsushita Electric Works in Osaka has used the VPL EyePhone system as a successful marketing tool to help sell custom-designed kitchens and cabinetry. This application is an example of the "architectural walk-through" demonstrated by Prof. Brooks group at UNC.
Also "virtual reality" video games have been distributed by a British company called W Industries under the name of Virtuality and may be commercially successful. But commercial success of companies working in this field is certainly not guaranteed due to rapidly changing technical factors, i.e. the availability of better display technologies, and the possibility a large manufacturer, i.e. Sony might enter the market. Most of the manufacturers in the U.S. are small startups and VPL, once acknowledged as the industry leader, has essentially gone bankrupt due to overextension. The ease with which a developer may lose focus when working in this area may be a characteristic of the technology itself. Being a communications medium virtual environments appear to be useful for practically everything.

This apparent strength is in reality a significant weakness. Technologies derive their strength not from their generality but from their uniqueness. That which makes them truly useful is that which makes them distinct. Aircraft simulators are not useful because they can simulate a generic aircraft, but because they can simulate a Boeing 747SP. However, as mentioned earlier, such specific simulation is achieved only after considerable engineering development and human factors tuning and testing. As similar efforts are brought to other potential application areas, virtual environment displays will move from the demo room to the desk-top. Cost reductions will accompany enlarged markets and the number of economically viable applications will grow as compact, personal simulators are customized to solve specific tasks. As major corporations enter the head-mounted display market and promise to radically lower the cost of a display, a variety of new applications may be explored.

It must, however, be said, the VE industry has not yet found its "VISICALC" -- the "spreadsheet" application whose invention created the microcomputer industry because thousands of potential users recognized in it an accessible, new, affordable tool that enabled them to do their existing jobs better and to imagine solutions to previously intractable problems.

Finding a "Visicalc"-like application which would underscore obvious benefits from virtual environment displays is especially important because their use also brings risks and costs.
Like the flight simulators which were their predecessors, extended time in virtual environments can produce nausea and altered visual and visuomotor coordination. These aftereffects can interfere with automobile driving and other aspects of normal life in the physical environment to which all users must ultimately return. Life in virtual environments may, indeed, also have social aftereffects, especially if the high level of violence in existing video games is transferred into this new medium. Consequently, the design of virtual environments may provide not only technical, but also social and possibly political challenges as well.
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